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1,0
	 INTRODUCTION
This plan documents the SCI Systems, Inc., Huntsville Division Quality
Assurance Program for the Solar Maximum Mission (SMM) Instruments. The
SCI Quality Assurance Program is based on the requirements outlined in
N11a5300,4 (1C) and complies with the requirements of GFSC Document NSI81_300-01,
All inspections defined in this plan will be performed in accordance with SCI
quality procedures and instructions, process specifications, drawings, and
acceptance test procedures prepared by SCI to fulfill contractual requirements.
This plan reflects the specifics necessary to fulfill the quality assurance
r..quiremonts of the SW Instruments hardware fabrication. The program will:
(a) Demonstrate recognition of the quality aspects of the contract and an
organized approach to achieve them.
(b) Ensure that quality requirements are determined and satisfied throughout
all phases of contract performance, including preliminary and engineering
design, development, fabrication, processing, assembly, inspection, test,
checkout, packaging, shipping, storage, maintenance field use, flight
preparations, flight operations and post-flight analysis, as applicable.
(c) Ensure that quality aspects are fully included in all designs and are
continuously maintained in the fabricated articles and during operations.
(d) Provide for the detection of actual or potential deficiencies, system
incompatibility, marginal quality and trends or conditions which could
result in unsatisfactory quality.
(0)	 Provide timely and effective remedial and preventive action.
I,x sting procedures will be updated and new procedures generated, as required,
to comply with contract requirements.
Objective evidence of inspections and tests performed by SCI will be readily
available to the delegated DCAS representative. Reference Appendix A for a
list of documentation and where it is used in the inspection flow.
NOTGt SCI Quality Control Procedures and Instructions referenced herein comply
with the requirement: of hHB5300.4 (IC). These documents are used for
the control of hardware and reliability as referenced in applicable sec-
tions or paragraphs of this plan.
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2.0	 QUALITY ASSURANCF. MANAGEMENT
The SCI Quality Assurance Program is administered by the Quality Assurance
Manager. The Quality Assurance Manager reports directly to top management,
thus assuring that SCI quality requirements are not compromised or influenced
by other contract related functional departments. SCI's Quality Assurance
Program is based on a total inspection effort of each phase of the program from
product design thru delivery. During contract performance, the Quality Assurance
Manager will be responsible for assuring adherence to the program plan. This
effort will be accomplished by management actions outlined in: Preproduction
quality assurance; process quality control; assembly quality control; quality
verification and audit.
2.1
	
ORGANIZATION
SCI's Quality Assurance Department is organized to be independent of influence
from other operational departments of the company and reports directly to the
Vice President of Government Programs.
The responsibility of the Quality Assurance Department is to establish quality
standards and practices; provide quality procedures and instructions; and insure
product compliance to contract quality requirements. The assigned responsibility
of the department is applied by means of the following functions:
(a)	 Support other SCI departments having product related tasks with a quality
system that will insure product integrity from the receipt of materials
to delivery of the end product.
3
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(b) [!valuate quality requirements and establish a quality program, inclusive
from development through delivery, sufficient to maintain these require-
ments.
(c) Participate in the program reviews to provide for adequate quality
planning.
(d) Review product documentation and drawings to insure proper quality
requirements are invoked and that proper revision level control is
maintained.
(c)	 Provide receiving, in-process and acceptance inspection and testing
on all manufactured products, and witness testing of .SCI-built equip-
ment to be used in the manufacturing process.
(f) Provide a system for corrective action and disposition of defective
materials.
1
S
(g) Create and maintain a system for analyzing the SCI quality program
through:
-	 Internal Audits
-	 Cost of quality data and reporting.
e
i
Figure 1 illustrates the SCI quality assurance organizational structure,
showing areas of responsibility.
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2.2
	 TRAINING
SCI uses trained and proficiency certified personnel to implement this
QualLty Assurance Program.
(a)	 Certification of Personnel. Examples of processes requiring training
and certification are soldering, welded circuitry, cleaning and plastics
applications (potting, molding, foaming, etc.). Qualification and testing
of personnel are described in the SCI Training Program Manual. Certified
personnel are issued a certification card and certificate,
(b)	 Recertification of Personnel. Recertification is on an annual basis, as
a minimum, in accordance with SCI's Training Program Manual or for any
one of the following interim conditions:
(1) Interruption of work period exceeding thirty days, or as designated
in the Training Program Manual.
(2) Techniques introduced which require new skills.
(3) Reason to doubt proficiency or workmanship.
(c)	 Records. Records of the training, testing and certification status of
personnel is maintained. Records are audited by quality assurance to
indicate the performance of all personnel. Recertification and retrain-
ing are required should performance become substandard.
2.3	 QUALITY INFORMATION
Records of all activities relating to the product quality is maintained by quality
assurance, These include purchase orders, part screening data, vendor performance,
7'
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ln-process inspection records, shop performance and evaluation, corrective actions,
uperutor training and certification, material reviow/material review board actions,
acceptunce test data, monthly manufacturing shop performance evaluations and scrap
cost.
2.4	 QUALITY ACTIVITY
The followin reports and data shall be available for review by MSPC or the
delgated DCA§ representative.
(a) Audit findings.
(b) Policy changes and key personnel changes within quality assurance.
(c) Quality trend reports.
(d) Quality cost records.
(e) Training schedules and accomplishments.
(f) Monthly manpower expenditures and percent task completion.
(g) Test and inspection plan (to be included in the manufacturing program
plan).
(h) Major program and hardware problems, their solutions, and remedial and
preventive actions.
(i) Performance relative to nonconformances, inspection and test activity,
and material review activity including charts, tables and narrative
analyses in order of hardware manufacture.
(j) Procurement activities relative to supplier selections, performance and
significant supplier-related quality problems.
s
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3.0	 DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT CONTROLS
3.1	 TECHNICAL DOCUMENTS
SCI will establish, document and ensure compliance with design control require-
ments and quality criteria during all phases of contract work. SCI technical
documents such as specifications, procedures, drawings, fabrication and planning
documents and process sheets will be developed and will include, as applicable,
the following information;
(a) Characteristics and design criteria necessary for procurement, fabrication
(including assembly) and inspection and test operations,
(b) Characteristic ^.ia:ances.
SCI quality assurance personnel conduct document reviews of drawings and specifi-
cations prior to release for production. The purpose of this review is to assure
compliance with all quality provisions of the contract and that internal SCI
quality policies are not compromised. Drawing and specification review will be
in accordance with Quality Control Procedure (QCP) 4.01 Drawing, Specification
and 'Test Procedure Control.
The identity of the drawing and specification releases for each production order
is indicated in the appropriate drawing number and revision letter blocks on the
work order, route sheets and other a:'so;iated documents. Inspection is required
to assure that production drawings and specifications used correspond to the
route sheet revision block information furnished by planning,
9
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	3.2	 QUALITY SUPPORT TO DESIGN REVIEW
SCI quality assurance personnel participate and recommend changes in the program
design reviews to ensure that designs permit and facilitate producibility,
repeatablllty and inspectability and that related quality considerations are
obtained.
Quality assurance maintains records during design review to establish history
for Inspection planning. Areas under consideration will be critical product/
process characteristics and parameters, materials and parts.
Quality assurance approves, by signature, final design and all contractual changes
Quality assurance participates in the establishment of reliable parts and materials
and is an active member of parts and materials control board as outlined in the
reliability section of the program plan,
	
3.3
	
CHANGE CONTROL
All changes to documents such as drawings, test procedures, procurement documents,
engineering change orders (ECO), process specifications and production work orders
are reviewed and approved by quality assurance personnel prior to implementation.
Quality assurance verifies approval of the changes by customer prior to implemen-
tation on any'affected article of the SHIM Instruments hardware. All changes will
be reviewed and approved by quality engineering, as specified in QCP 4.01 Drawing,
Specification and Test Procedure Control.
The effectivity of the above change points will be defined by serialization and
10
-
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part number change (when there is an effect upon "design definition"). All
changes of hardware or materials is inspected to verify the compliance and con-
figuration of the change,
4
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4.0	 IDENTIFICATION AND DATA RETRIEVAL
Records of all activities relating to product quality are maintained by quality
assurunco. These include purchase orders, traceability data, part screening data,
vendor performance, in-process inspection and test records, shop performance and
evaluation, corrective actions, operator training and certification, material
review and/or material review board actions, acceptance test data, monthly manu-
facturing shop performance evaluations and scrap cost. These records are avail-
able for customer on-site review upon request. Rejection notices include all
pertinent data required to effect corrective action. Reference to reject notices
is Included on inspection records to indicate disposition. Records are retained
for three years unless otherwise directed by the contract. Quality records are
retained as specified in QCP 1.03, Quality Records.
Traceability of the product is maintained throughout the operation by utilizing
inspection travelers, assembly work orders, shop travelers and other documents
to identify equipment status of all phases of manufacture. All stamps are traceable
to the individual. Traceability of all items will be performed as specified in
QCP 6.02, Traceability.
12
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	5.0	 PROCUREMENT CONTROLS
	
5.1
	
GENERAL
SCI Is responsible for the adequacy and quality of all SCI purchased or supplied
articles, materials and services,
	
5,2	 SELECTION OF CONTRACTOR PROCUREMENT SOURCES
All procured supplies, processes or services are obtained from sources which
are acceptable to SCI quality assurance and/or MSFC. A list of approved suppliers
is published and maintained by quality assurance based on a monthly review of
supplier performance records.
Quality assurance surveys of subcontractor's facilities are performed when the
nature of the procurement demands a quality assurance system evaluation. All
suppliers of material for use in the SMM Instruments hardware will be required
to maintain an inspection system in compliance with contract requirements. These
requirements will be employed at the supplier's facilities when articles cannot
adequately or economically be inspected upon receipt. Major subcontractors will
be required to submit quality assurance plans to SCI for approval in accordance
with NIIES300.4(IC) and GSFC Document NSMM 300-01. Quality control requirements are
imposed thru the procedure definition of QCP 5.02, Control of Procurement Sources.
	
5.3
	
PROCUREMENT DOCUMENT CONTROL
Each Purchase Order issued by SCI for application on this Contract will be re-
viewed by a Quality Assurance delegate prior to issuance. Quality Control
Procedure 5.01 "Purchase Order Review" will be used and defines the review
Procedure.
13
Procurement documentation quality review begins with a review of a preliminary
Request for Purchase (RP). The RP is developed to assure accuracy and complete-
ness of the formal Purchase Order. The RP is reviewed for technical require-
ments such as specification type, grade and revision level, complete nomencla-
ture and part number.
Quality Requirements (Terms and Conditions) are developed by Quality Engineer-
ing during a review of the Contract Ref. Quality Control Procedure 3„O1 "Contract
Review". A checklist is prepared and distributed to the Quality Control delegate.
Standard Q C R terms are applied to the RP as per SCI Form No. 840-116, "Quality
G Reliability Terms for Purchase Orders". After the RP is processed, the formal
Purchase Order (PO) is reviewed prior to release to assure all requirements of the
RP were transferred, Contract number is correct and the selected supplier is approved.
Quality Terms and Conditions as stated on the P.O. contains provisions for:
a. Configuration Control (changes)
b. Purchased Raw Materials and Chemical and/or physical test results.
c. Raw Materials used in purchased articles - also availability of
test data or detailed analysis on Materials to Contractual Speci-
fications or requirements,
d. Age control and life limited products.
e. Identification and data retrieval.
f. Inspection and test characteristics and date retrieval.
g. Inspection and Test records for availability or retension of - and
as specified.
Special Instructions such as preservation, packaging, packing and shipping or
supplementary testing will be included as a note in the body of the PO and will
define the specifics required.
14
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SCI SYSTEMS, INC.
8620 South Memorial Parklvay	 Huntsville, Alabama • 35802
Telephone 205881.1611
FIGURE 2 (Sheet 1 of 2)
OIIALITY & RELIABILITY TERMS FOR PURCHASE ORDERS
The following lurnll apply es mdse it'll on the face of the Purchase Order. 	 If you cannot meet any applicable torrn, notll y Iha responsible
SCI Buyer Immediately,
SOURCE INSPECTION
1. Thu	 Government	 reserves	 the	 light	 ra	 Inspect any	 of	 all or	 the materials Included In this order at 	 the sup plier's	 plant.
2. SCI reserves	 dill right	 to insp ect any or all of the materials Included in this order at the supplier's plant,
3. Government Source Insow tion	 Government Inspection Is required Prior to shipment from your plant. 	 Upon rocnlpt of this
order, plum Ptly nosily	 Iha_ C.ovennoent	 Representative who normally services y our plant to that appropriate planning for
Government Inspection cli p be ucsonirlshed.	 The Government Representatwe shall also be notified folly eight 1401 hoes in
advance of the time artis Ins or material are ready nor Inspection or test, Supplier shall furnish Government Representative with
with bluaPlinl and specifu:ations nnnestary for Inspection.
NOTE:
	
Governmi,it Suurcu Ins p ection does not relieve the sup plier of the res p onsibility for the product meeting all applicable
qu¢dKnbOas.
4 5CI Suul,a Intplu lmn	 An work purfarmoa under this order is object to buyer's Inspection or test at the vendor's plant	 The
buyer	 rnpremnrnbvu n pry meet to perform Inspection at test either on a random basis or to the extent of one hundred (100) Par
runt Inspection	 In any nvunt, when ilia Ram(t) it ready for final Inspection or when prectieal, seventy-two (72) hours In advance,
nosily ilia SCI GWlllty Colliml Raparlmmll that source Inspacvon Is needed.
5. Government Dlspnrunn at Destination	 All materials and services provided on this Order are subject to Government Inspection at
I111,111 1111a11
C ERTI FI C ATI O NS
v Three 131 copies at each ecru icatmn document specifiad below shall accompany each shipment. Certifications shall be signed by
a responsible member of the vendor's firm. 	 Each certification shall Identify the SCI Purchase Order and shall Identify the part,
serial number, lot or sons covered by the cortlllaetion, 	 Material received without cartification will be selected and returned at
vendor's expense.
a. General Compliance: By the ai	 aptance of this purchate order, seller agrees that materials and/or finished parts shall be controlled
and tested in accordance with and WIII meat apacified purchase order requirements and specifications and the applicable records
are on file subject to oxeminatmn.
7. Perishable Raw Ma cirm s:- The vendor shall include the material type, condition. lot or batch number, specification, manufacturer,
dato of manufacture, antl _halt life expiration data on all perishable raw material eertrficatiom
0. Specific Co mpliance.	 Thu vendor shall certify that all materials, processes, and lmishad Items supplied under this order were in
ipuctoc, imtad, and found to comply with the requirements of this order. 	 Inspection and t1adota shall be maintained also are
subject to SCI't examinaben.
	
w
0 Material Test Re ports:	 Thu vantlor shall submit a chemical and physical test report with actual test data for the materials shipped
bndnr thlf order.
10. D lmandnn it Data 	 Recorded findings on all critical dimensions shall be submitted. Critical dimensions are dafined as those dlmen
eons which would have an adverse uilnct on the nulls higher assembly It tolerance are not maintained.
11. Functmnol Test Rnparts 	 Whorl funmlmud last. tiro specified by this order or by the design documentation, the actual test results
shall fin snbmstaa. 	 A copy of the last procedure shall be submitted with the first report an each typo of Item(s) Purchased under
this order, unless specified othnrwise In design documentation.
w	 12. Functrunnl Tast Proceduiij 	 The functional test procedure to be followed In functionally testing the Item purchased to determineCis its compliance with luntnmial requirements shall be submitted for approval not later than thirty (30) days before use at the
vendor's plant, 	 All changes shall be submitted bulorr use on products dol,vared under this order.
0'	 13. Inspection and Test Plan: An .nspeclion mm test plan for control of articles furnished in accordance with this purchate ordor shall
Q,yi ,y be prepares ann t•ISmnlcyly written to outline the product flow from receipt of materials through fabrication, assembly, and test
sj Y^ operations.	 The plan will tlaLne the Inspection points throughout the manufacturing sequence and describe what, where, and
when Inspection will be enplumelmd te.eontrol the product including procedures to be used. Two (2) copies of the plan shall be
ny
Q
a forwarded to the buyer within tlltuen (15) days after date of ardor.
14, Oualiry Control Plan
	 The vendo, s Ouawy Control Manual or equivalent shall be submitted for review. The review will be for
•auaquafeIndication of	 planning to assure general product quality and for conformance to applicable program specifications.
15. Reliability Plan:	 The vendor's Reliability Manual or equivalent shall be submitted for raivew. The review will be for Indication of
adaquotu planning to assure gannral product reliability and for conformance to applicable program specifications,
PROGRAMS
10.	 ln%fui, t an Program I Gojsa rtrnens at Defense): The vendor's Inspection program shall be in accordance with Specification
MIL 145208A,' 9nspuction S ystem Regmromints".
17. Inspec tion Program INASAt. The vendor's Inmoction program shall be in accordance with NASA Quality Publication NHB 5300.4
I ICI' Intpim pon System !'rovsions for Suppliers of S pace Materials, Parts, Components, and Services',
18. Gunllty Control P,oqrans sDapnrtmam of palonsul: The vandal's quality program shall be in accordance with Specification
MIL U9BSB A, • 'Uunbty Pr9grnrp Ruuunemenrs'".
19. Duality At,,aa c Pingrans I_NA g
 Al. The vendor's quality program shelf be in accordance with NASA Rallablln y
 and Duality
AssurancePubbeabun, NHU 5300.4 1101, "Quality Program Provisions for Space System Contractors'.
is
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s
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FIGURE 2 (Sheet 2 of 2)
2m	 Deal,, and dn pd.ntbr Ouabty_Prngram Rnquu nrn^^tn:
1. Quality Program provisions stated harem shall govern operating systems or dealers and distributors to assure that materials and
parts meet SCI Design, Quality and rabssad contract requirements
2. The supplier shall anvils that matarlal was manufactured. Inspected and tasted In accordance with SCI requirements. Supplier
piaeurenlnnt documents shelf squire that his sources agree to con j oint to the product assurance quality system specified by
SCI purchase order
3. MIL/FCO STD material Oren at AN, JAN antl NAB shall be obtained train Federal Ouahhod Products List (Op t.) sources.
4. Supplier Stock Control shall assure that materiel quality is verified and maintained. Items shall be from currant production
and traceabla to the call, received. Supplier and product IdonOt y markings shall be as requlrod by drawings and specifications.
Unless identium are s proibarl by SCI, supplier part numbers shnll be lnod.Specmf tats of screening necessary to substantiate
conformance to SCI requirements shell be recorded. Nonconforming material shall be togro0ated and withhold from delivery
to SCI. Items rainclnd by other customers shall not be submitted to SCI unless negotiated in advance. Limited life material
slin g bs marked, stored and controlled as inguirod by dinwings and specifications.
S. Coffoctive Action by thin mnn g lnuturar shell be available through the supplier upon request and shall include a failure analysis
taport and all affects necessary to remedy the cause and prevent recurrenco.
6 Documentation such as Inspection records and test re ports, as well n that required by drawings, specifications and procure-
ment documents, shall bit
	 upon request.
7. Product Protection sha g comply with handling, preservation, packaging and shipping requirements, and practices shall ensure
that original quality Is rnaintaloed. Commercial practices shall not be considered to relieve the supplier of the responsibility to
to sciatic delivery of matarlol In acceptable condition,
CONTROLS
21. Workmanship_ All Items on this ardor shall be fabricated and finished in a thorough, high quality, workmanship like manner,
22. Part Identification: All items su pplied under this ofaar shah he Identified with complete nonmenelature and pert numbers In
accordance with MIL-STO . 130. or as specified.
23. Caning Identification. All castings shall be identified by a permanent part number and configuration or by a method that will give
complete traceability of chemical, physical analysis and heal treat. The Identification shall remain legible after machining or
surface finish.
23a. Calling,: Physical and chemical test data of raw nmtanets used in the fabrication of articles furnished on this purchase order, do•
noting the applicable hint number, batch number or data of manufacturer of materials, are to he supplied with each shipment.
.^4. Process Control The vendor shall maintain control and approval of all manufacturing and Inspection processes used in the per
tormancn of this order. Tho vendor shall maintain objective evidence of process qualification In accordance with applicable
specifications.
25. Con Lgurotidn Control' The vendor agrees not to make any chanqus in his part at any time in the future which would effect physi
51 of tunchonel Interchangeability reliability, or rnpen and maintenance operations unloss his part number Identification Is
changed
26. Calibration Control: The vendor shell control the calibration of all measuring and testing devices against certified standards trace-
able to Ilia National Bureau of Standards. The calibration program shall conform to Specification MIL-C-45662, "Calibration
Sy stem Raqulremants".
27. Material Rn^aw- The vendor -a authorized to conduct formal material review on condition , Of (ddnor nonconformancas In Itamts)
on th s ortlar prawdod the contractor has and uses a Mnturlvl Review System approved by the cognizant Government Reprmante
five. Minor nonconforrrllttas are defined as those conditions which do not adversely sleet fumdion, reliabilit y, safety, inter,
changeability, or basic objecliwu of the contract. All other noneonfdrmanees shall be chnillf(Was major and shall require SCI's
approval. SCI rasnrves the right of disapproval of a ll Motorist Ravlaw Board dispositions, Cobbs of all MRB actions shall be ship•
ped to SCI with the concerned nom.
28. Inspection Ditto: One (1) c opy of the Item dewing or a p plicable catalog pogo shall accom pany parts for receiving Identification
and impecbon.
21 Pnckeyir,f: The material shell be packaged in containers boaring the sailor's part number and, it any, applicable "AN", "MS", or
other standard part number. Materiels are to be shipped In eantnlners in keeping with good commercial practices to procludu any
damage bung incurred during shipping end stnrn0e at buyer's plant. Ca,.h p ackage shall be Identified with the SCI Purchase Order
Number on the outside
30. Traceabilit y_ All items btrnished on this order shalt have dar:umertatran on fan for At tease throe (3) yehrs after delivery to permit
trsevabdny franc dehv" rod item Bieck thrw'gh nt rnonJtacturo .•"d ms poctton to the procoroment records on Its constituent
Parts and mafeg4lt. Theta rncnrds shalt bas sufficient to prove confo rmanro to all apphcab a spadtications and drawings and shall
prnVmn mvauv Inc Idunblyna all like arms. Ce f dlrcetions of Comp ionce must state Lot numbers) and/or bate code(A or other
nmthrris of trnL,mlebt y
 neViou.,y nilVreVnfl by SCI Ouua f/ & Hell4bdlty.
31. now rAaiCnul Innnul.cub tin A,' raw metrical wppbml on this oron , mutt be ida0 g fiad with the applicable sp ecification, type,
aenrlibnn & neamdaLi mar of nttmnais
310. Phybrnl and chnnitcal Inst tl.an of row mvtnrial wed cis rise f Ibro.I.Orl, At artlLlci on % W , purchaza order, donating the manufac
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32. Y Hey In;pnr.tinm All nlapmal shnu hit 	 in X. Ray Irrspnution, The X-Ray number shall or mall-ad on the material when
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33. Let Control. Lot Wentm, g nu' n•imht • % shall ho sun pbud with mmr'nal Inspection raeordsidata traceable to this lot Identifies,
bon shell b” nvadohln on rnipimt.
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5.4	 CONTRACTOR QUALITY ASSURANCE PERSONNEL AT SOURCE
Quality assurance personnel, with approval of the Contracting Officers Repre-
sontative (COR) will be assigned at subcontractor or supplier facilities when
doomed necessary by the Quality Assurance Manager or when one or more of the
following conditions exist!
(a) In-process or end-item controls have such an effect on the quality of
the articles that the quality cannot be determined solely by inspection
or tests of the procured articles at the contractor's plant.
(b) Verification tests are destructive in nature and the quality cannot be
verified solely by inspections or tests at the contractor's plant.
(c) Environmental or test equipment required cannot be feasibly and
economically reproduced or made available at the contractor's plant.
(d) Past performance of quality history of the subcontractor or supplier is
marginal.
(a)	 Qualification testing is to be performed by the subcontractor or
supplier.
(f)	 Articles or materials are designated for direct shipment from source
to the procuring installation or using site.
Personnel assigned at subcontractor or supplier facilities conduct appropriate
quality assurance activities to ensure that the articles or services supplied
17
comply with applicable requirements.
SCI will provide a list of duties, responsibilities and authorities of the
assigned quality assurance personnel to the delegated DCAS
representative at SCI. If both Government source inspection personnel and SCI
personnel are utilized at a supplier's facility, the listing will also be made
available to the Government quality representative at the supplier's facility.
5.5	 GOVERNMENT SOURCE INSPECTION
The delegated DCAS representative at SCI will be consulted prior to placement
of procurements to determine the need for Government Source Inspection (GSI).
All materials are re-inspected upon receipt, regardless of GSI acceptance.
When GSI is required, PO's will include the following statement:
"All work on this order is subject to inspection and test by the
Government at any time and place. The DCAS quality represen-
tative who has been delegated NASA quality assurance functions on
this procurement shall be notified immediately upon receipt of this
order, The DCAS representative shall also be notified forty-eight
(48) hours in advance of the time articles or materials are ready for
inspection or test".
All other orders shall include the following statement:
"The Government has the right to inspect any or all of the work
included in this order at the supplier's plant."
18
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5.6	 RECEIVING INSPECTION SYSTEM
All production supplies and articles are inspected upon receipt to determine
whethor they meet specifications and PO requirements, Each article is inspected
in accordance with instructions furnished to receiving inspection by an inspection
characteristic card.
Copies of PO's, drawings, specifications, or other appropriate documents are
made available to the inspection operator to recieve and inspect the articles.
Evidence of acceptance is denoted by an inspection stamp on accompanying documents,
tags, labels or containers appropriate to the type of articles and the quantity
involved.
Nonconforming articles are identified and segregated from conforming items, and
controlled per QCI 8.009.
Physical and chemical test reports and/or certifications are verified for
conformance and accuracy prior to acceptance by inspection. Laboratory tests
shall be required only on materials not properly identified by supplier, in-
house materials where identification is lost for critical materials or where
there is some reason to question Vendors Certification. Each piece of material
will be identified with a permanent mark upon receipt and upon division. When
required by
the contract or purchase order, test specimens of raw materials are provided with
fabricated articles for verification tests. Receiving inspection is conducted to
this procedure as delineated in QCP 6.r', Receiving Inspection,
Age-sensitive material is controlled by tag identification of the material upon
receipt. This tag identifies material to the P0, date of manufacture and date of
expiration. Age requirements are based on the manufacturer's recommended shelf
life or SCI procuremnet specifications. Age-sensitive material is identified and
controlled by QCP 6.06, Inspection of Potting Compounds, Adhesives and Other
Perishables.
Components are inspected in accordance with detailed receiving inspection procedures
prepared for each classification of incoming material. The materials are measured
and tested to determine conformance to all contract requirements as outlined in SCI
screening instructions. Materials are physically inspected for general workmanship
acceptability. Certifications and stamped receiving reports are retained in the
Receiving Inspection files. Nonconforming material is routed to a withhold area
to be returned to the vendor, A record of the result of the recieving inspection
is retained on each vendor's history record. This record includes purchase order
number, number of pieces rejected and disposition of rejected parts. Procured com-
ponents will be lot-sample inspected in accordance with MIL-STD-105, implemented
by QCP 6.04, Single Sampling Procedure and Tables for Inspection by Parameter.
The use of statistical sampling will be limited to receiving inspection only.
Acceptable articles are identified by acceptance stamping of the container, package
or identification label. The part number, source of procurement, purchase order
20
number and certification or test report identity is retained with the stored arti-
cles. Accepted material to be used in the fabrication of SMM Instruments hard-
warn will be stored within a controlled area.
Quality assurance audits are conducted at random intervals in each area. An
audit checklist is used to conduct the inspection to assure age control, part
identification, storage environment and good material handling practice. Audits
are conducted in accordance with QCP 6.08, Facilities and Stores Audit.
5.7
	
SUPPLIER RATING SYSTEM
SCI's supplier rating system provides the information necessary to assure materials,
assemblies or services purchased are adequate to meet the requirements of SCI and
its customers and is covered in QCP 5.02, Control of Procurement Sources.
The system is comprised of the following control elements:
(1) Control of procurement sources
(2) Vendor rating analysis
(3) Corrective action and follow-up
All procurements by SCI are from approved suppliers listed in the approved
suppliers' list (ASL) published by the procurement control section of quality
engineering.
An analysis of supplier performance is made from receiving inspection reports
forwarded to the data processing center. The resultant electronic data processing
(EDP) report listing receivables, rejections and rejection percentage is reviewed
21
and processed by quality engineering for supplier trends, problem areas and resul-
tant corrective action. Supplier performance data will be available as a section
of the quality activity.
Written corrective action is forwarded to the supplier based on the above analysis.
Continued poor performance or non-response to corrective action requests results
in the supplier being disapproved as a source. No procurement will be made from
a disapproved supplier without prior approval of the SCI Quality Assurance Manager
and the delegated DCAS Quality Assurance Representative.
5.8	 POST-AWARD SURVEYS OF SUPPLIER OPERATIONS
SCI will schedule and conduct post-award se.rveys of suppliers based upon:
(a) Criticality of items being procured.
(b) Known problems or difficulties.
(e)	 Supplier quality history.
(d) Supplier fabrication and testing capability.
(e) Remaining period of supplier performance.
Each survey will include examination of operations and documentation to determine
compliance with established requirements as well as an examination of articles and
materials to verify the effectiveness of the supplier's quality system.
A summary of survey results will be documented, including problem areas discovered,
with recommendations for timely correction and preventation of deficiencies as well
as recommendations for follow-up action.
s
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COORDINATION OF CONTRACTOR-SUPPLIER INSPECTIONS AND TESTS
SCI will coordinate with selected suppliers to ensure compatibility of supplier
inspoetions and tests with SCI inspections and tests of the procured article or
material. SCI will also provide technical assistance and training for suppliers
as necessary,
5.10	 NONCONFORMANCE INFORMATION FEEDBACK
SCI will rapidly feed back to suppliers, information concerning supplier-responsible
nonconformances which are detected during SCI inspection, test, fabrication or
assembly operations, or during use. SCI will ensure that the supplier takes prompt
remedial and preventive action to preclude recurrence of nonconformance.
Periodic reviews of problem summaries, failure and trend summaries, and program
status will be scheduled with each major subcontractor MSFC will be notified
of these schedules.
23
6.0	 FABRICATION CONTROLS
6.I	 FABRICATION OPERATIONS
All fabrication and assembly of the SMM Instruments hardware accomplished at SCI
will be performed utilizing a family of manufacturing route sheets and shop work
requests, These records will be planned by manufacturing engineers and reviewed
by quality assurance to assure proper placement of inspection points and config-
uration. These documents will reference applicable drawings, military, or SCI
specifications and/or standards to be used in the fabrication and assembly of the
hardware. Existing manufacturing standard procedures, process specifications,
quality control procedures and quality control instructions will be utilized
throughout this procurement.
6.2	 WORDIANSHIP STANDARDS
SCI process specifications shall be used as the workmanship standards to meet
the requirements of the contract during fabrication. All changes or additions
will require customer review before implementation.
24
7.0	 INSPECTION AND TEST
SCI will plan and conduct tests for all segments of manufacturing which will
unsure that contract, drawing and specification requirements are met. The program
and Its application to all phases of the contract will provide maximum assurance
that the quality inherent in the design is maintained. Quality control procedures
or specifications and test instructions will be prepared for each required inspec-
tion or quality assurance function where an existing one might be inadequate for
a particular inspection or test. These documeiits will be controlled per existing
quality control procedures. They will be supplementary to details shown on draw-
ings or other production and quality assurance documents. In addition, an inspec-
tion checklist for detailed inspection operations will be prepared in the required
sequence determined by quality control.
Quality assurance will utilize internal specifications in preparing inspection
instructions. Every controlled quality parameter such as dimensions, finish
workmanship, performance, etc., will be inspected.
Electrical subassembly-level testing and acceptance testing will be performed
at SCI to the SCI-generated test procedures to assure the requirements specified
by the drawing and/or contract are met.
SCI will provide for the integration of the delegated DCAS inspector's inspec-
tion of hardware and documentation as required and for the monitoring of tests.
These inspections will be predetermined points within the manufacturing flow
which will include fabrication, processing and end-item operations.
25
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In addition, SCI will prepare and maintain a product inspection and test flow
chart, Appendix A, indicating the location, inspection stations, control points,
and test operations for the entire phase of fabrication, processing, assembly
test and end-item operation.
The flow chart will indicate the applicable drawings, process and fabrication
specifications/procedures, test specifications, inspection instructions, work-
manship standards, etc., that will be used during the various operations. The
flow chart and subsequent changes will be furnished to the MSFC Quality Repre-
sentative (IiG22) and to the delegated DCAS inspector
Daily inspection logs will be maintained by quality control inspectors in each
manufacturing area. These log sheets will list each piece inspected and all re-
jects noted, if any, by a coded number. The daily inspection log sheets will'be
forwarded to data processing weekly. Data processing will return the data once
a week, as well as a monthly summary to the quality engineering office. This
readout will include the number of joints/units inspected, the number accepted
and the shop efficiency for each manufacturing area. Quality engineering will
enter the monthly readout data on control charts. Plus or minus 3 sigma control
limits will be established in the form of percent defectives, using standart
statistical methods. Charts will be updated and distributed monthly to manufactur-
ing supervision. The process control charts will be monitored by quality engineer-
ing for the detection of trends, indications of problems and general process control.
Investigations and corrective actions will be initiated immediately. Shop perform-
ante evaluations shall be conducted per QCP 9.01, Shop Performance Evaluation.
26
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Weekly readout data will be reviewed by quality engineering and manufacturing
supervision for significant indications of process changes or poor shop perform- 	 f
once. Corrective action will be taken as indicated by the available data,
7.1	 INSPECTION/TEST RECORDS AND DATA
SCI will maintain records and data of all inspections and tests performed on
the SMM Instruments. These records will be made available to MSFC throughout
the performance life of the contract and for a period of three years after the
date of the contract close.
7.2	 QUALITY ASSURANCE ACTION
Prior to testing, SCI quality assurance personnel will:
(a) Verify that applicable inspection and test documents are available.
(b) Ensure that requirements for selection and control of articles have
been implemented and that test constraints have been resolved.
(c) Verify that articles are identified.
(d) Verify configuration of articles.
(e) Verify that configuration of test equipment is consistent with
articles under test.
(f) Verify that test equipment is calibrated and such calibration will
be effective and sustained during test period.
(g) Verify that the calibration tags have current dates -Ref. QCP 7.06,
During all testing, SCI quality assurance personnel will:
(a) Ensure that testing is accomplished in accordance with test speci-
fications and procedures.
(b) Ensure accurate and complete recording of data and test results,
27
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(c) Document nonconformances and participate in their dispositions.
Subsequent to testing, SCI quality assurance personnel will;
(a) Ensure proper disposition of articles.
(b) Report any additional nonconformances and participate in their
dispositions.
(c) Ensure that remedial and preventive action has been accomplished
relative to nonconformances.
(d) Verify that test results and reports are accurate, complete and
traceable to the tested articles.
(e) Verify that post-test or final mechanical inspection has been
performed.
(f) Will verify that the equipment log book is maintained and up-to-date.
Items, such as rubber molds or grommets, etc, which have a service
life date should be listed and the expiration date shown.
28
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8.0
	
NONCONFORMING MATERIAL
SCI has in effect a positive control system for nonconforming material, documented
in QCI 8.009. All nonconformances are immediately identified upon detection.
The nonconformance is detailed on reject disposition tags (RDTs) and the material
is placed in secured withholding areas pending disposition. The RDT's are iden-
tified and controlled by a pre-stamped five-digit control number. They will be
filed by SCI work order and part number. The RDT is comprised of the following
information:
(a) A unique and traceable number
(b) The nomenclature and identification of the nonconforming article or
s
(c)
(d)
(e )
(f)
(g)
(h)
material.
A description of the nonconformance and the required characteristic
or design criteria.
Cause or reason for the nonconformance
Remedial actions taken or recommended
Disposition of the nonconforming article or material
Initiator of the document
Signatures of authorized personnel
SCI quality assurance personnel will conduct appropriate analysis and examination
of the nonconforming articles, materials or conditions to determine the cause or
reason for the nonconformance. Review and disposition of nonconforming articles
will be performed to the requirements of QCP 8.01, Material Review Board Actions
and QCI 8.009, Nonconforming Material Control.
Any requests for material delivery, repair or use-as-is, when the nonconformance
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adversely affects safety, reliability, durability, performance, interchangeability,
weight or the basic objectives of the contract, will be submitted to MSFC within
24 hours via TWX. Formal DIRE request will be submitted ASAP after analysis and
evaluation for approval. Material, having requests submitted for repair or use-
as-is, will be withheld from further processing until Contracting Officer approval
is obtained.
E.1	 INITIAL REVIEW DISPOSITIONS
Nonconforming articles or materials reviewed initially by SCI quality assurance
personnel and determined to be a minor nonconformance will be subjected to one
of the following dispositions:
(a) Return for Rework or Completion of Operations„ If the nonconformance
is in the category of "return for completion of operations" or "return
for rework to drawings, specifications or procedures", the article or
material shall be returned for rework or completion using established
technical documents and operations. Daring such rework, the article
or material will be resubmitted to normal inspection and/or test
operations.
(b) Return to Vendor. When an article or material is found to be non-
conforming on receipt, it may be returned to the supplier. SCI
will provide the vendor with nonconformance information, and assist
as necessary, to permit remedial and preventive action. The local
Government Representative shall be notified if GSI is involved.
(c) Interim Disposition. Route article for troubleshooting, fault
N.
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isolation or failure analysis. Final disposition to be made after
completion of the interim disposition.
(d) Submit to Material Review Board. When the dispositions as described
above are not appropriate, the article or material will be submitted
to the Material Review Board (MRB) for final disposition.
(e) Scrap. Articles obviously unfit for use or found uneconomical to
repair shall be scrapped. The Contracting Officers Representative
(CDR) and the delegated DCAS Representative shall be notified if
GSI or Government Furnished Property (GFP) is involved.
8,2	 MATERIAL REVIEW BOARD
The MRB will be comprised of one SCI representative whose primary responsibility
is engineering, one SCI representative whose primary responsibility is quality,
and the delegated DCAS Representative. SCI members for the MRB are selected
on the basis of technical competence and have sufficient authority to make appro-
priate dispositions of the article or material involved.
The MRB will have the following responsibilities:
(a) Determine disposition of submitted articles or materials designated
as nonconforming.
(b) Ensure that implementation of effective remadial and preventive
actions are documented on the nonconformance document prior to
disposition.
(c) Provide SCI recommendations to the DCAS Representative
concerning nonconformance dispositions requiring his approval and
31
vuril'y implementation after approval is obtained,
(d) linsure that accurate records of MRB actions are maintained.
MRB dispositions, other than scrap, require the unanimous agreement of the
board members. In determining dispositions, the board will consider the effect
of the nonconformance upon the intended use, review records of earlier review
actions affecting the same article or material and consider the recommendations
of personnel acting in an advisory capacity, After MRB has determined that an
initial review disposition to submit a nonconforming article or material to MRB
is appropriate, the board will specify on the nonconformance document one of the
following dispositions:
(a) Repair. When ; in the opinion of the board, an acceptable repair is
possible, repair action may be authorized. Procedures will include
appropriate inspections and tests to verify the acceptability of the
repair.
(b) Scrap. If the article or material is umfit for use, it will be
disposed of in accordance with approved SCI procedures for identify-
ing, controlling and disposing of scrap.
(c) Use As Is, Nonconformances which do not adversely affect safety,
reliability, durability, performance, interchangeability, weight,
or the basic objectives of the contract may be accepted for use as
is. The rationale for making a use-as-is disposition will be doc-
cumented on the nonconformance report.
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8.3	 CORRECTIVE ACTION
All nonconformances will be evaluated by quality assurance, using QCP 8.02,
Corrective Action and utilizing the investigative and corrective action logic
charts provided,
Receiving records will be utilized for analysis of quality characteristics in
order to initiate requests for corrective action with suppliers or subcontractors,
when appropriate. When failure analysis indicates a high probability that
certain discrepancies or deficiencies will be repetitive, immediate corrective
action is initiated. Follow-up action is also initiated to insure that the
problem is eliminated or minimized. Personal or written communication is initiated
with the supplier by personnel delegated this responsibility by the Quality
Assurance Manager per QCP 8.02, Corrective Action Control and Follow Up.
In-process corrective actions are initiated on a corrective action request
(CAR): When the defects are noted to be repetitive; when the defect may
cause delays in scheduling; if the problem involves difficult or critical
manufacturing techniques; or in special circumstances, when the CAR is determined
to be appropriate upon analysis by the Quality Assurance Manager or his delegate.
Customer CAR's are forwarded by the recipient, to quality assurance for
immediate action. Following the evaluation, retest, or analysis of returned
articles, a complete report is issued to the customer within his prescribed
time limitations. This report answers, in detail, all of the information
requested by the customer. Interim replies will be initiated when the time
required for a full analysis is excessive.
33
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910	 CONTROL OP INSPL'CTION, MEASURING AND TEST EQUIPMENT
SCI's calibration facility and system shall be maintained to comply with the
requirements of MIL-C-45662A as implemented by SCI QCP 7.06, Measurement and
Test Equipment Calibration.
Every tool, gauge or instrument utilized for inspection acceptance is calibrated
in accordance with an established schedule. The schedule is provided to assure
that each classification of measuring device is chocked at an appropriate
interval to assure continuing accuracy. All measuring devices to be utilized
for the SMM Instrument hardware fabrication will be calibrated against standards
traceable to the National Bureau of Standards (NBS), and, where consistent with
the state-of-the-art, at a tolerance no greater than 10% of the equipment being
calibrated. Any equipment that does not meet the requirements of the state-
of-the-art or a required accuracy is controlled so that repeatability and
reproducibility within specified tolerances are known at all times. Certain
articles for which SCI does not have calibration capability are sent to capable
independent laboratories whose standards are traceable to the NBS.
Mechanical and electronic measuring devices are calibrated per existing quality
control procedures and instructions by quality assurance laboratory personnel.
A calibration record system employing EDP identifies each article by
manufacturer's name, type, SCI serial number, calibration interval required,
date due for next calibration, overdue equipment, location of the device and
a historical record of rework, re-adjustment or repair. These records are
used to modify calibration intervals when deemed necessary.
34
STAMP CONTROLS
nJ
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT REAM
SCI has established and shall maintain a documented stamp control system.
Stamp design, usage and distribution shall be controlled by QCP 6.07, Control
of Inspection Stamps, Stamp configuration and usage is described in Figure 2.
The inspection status of all articles being processed through the fabrication,
production, and test areas is clearly identified through the use of SCI inspection
stamps issued to qualified individuals. All phases of manufacturing and test
requiring inspection will receive the appropriate quality assurance_ stamp in
accordance with QCP 6.09, In Process Inspection and Test and QCI 6.008,
Maintaining Inspection Status. Equipment that does not meet the acceptance
standara,t w`.11 be identified with detailed descriptions of the discrepancies
on the inspection traveler.
All in-process, preliminary, functional and qualification tests will, upon
acceptance, receive the acceptance test stamp. Articles failing to meet the
required tests will be identified by a detailed description of the failure
on the route sheet. All stamps will be traceable to the individual.
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11.0 HANDLING, STORAGE, PRESERVATION, MARKING, LABELING, PACKAGING,
Y
PACKING AND SHIPPING
11.1 IDENTIFICATION, IIANDLING AND STORAGE OF MATERIAL -
x
Materials will be inspected in accordance with detailed receiving inspection y
procedures prepared for each classification of incoming material. Materials
purchased arc measured and tested per existing quality control procedures and 	 «, a
instructions to determine conformance to all drawing requirements. Materials
are physically inspected for general workmanship acceptability. Certifications
and stamped receiving reports are retained in the receiving inspection files.
Nonconforming material is routed to a withhold area to be handled in accordance
with section 8 of this plan. A record of the results of the receiving inspection
is retained in each vendor's history record. This record includes purchase
order number, number of pieces inspected, number of pieces rejected, and
disposition of rejected parts.
Aeeoptable articles are identified by acceptance stamping of the container,
paekage, or identification label. The part number, source of procurement,
purchase order number and certification or test report identity are retained
with the stored articles.
In-process handling of flight hardware will be in accordance with QCP6.03,
In- plant Handling, Packaging and Shipping Inspection. Also the SMM hardware t
•F
will be Fabricated in an environmental controlled atmosphere. The area will
he maintained at seventy-five plus or minus ten degrees Fahrenheit and 60
pereent maximum relative himidity. t
38
iQuality assurance audits of the storage area will be made at random intervals.
An audit checklist will be utilized to assure the integrity of the inspection
status and to assure that no deterioration or damage to stored articles has
occurred.
11.2	 PIMISGRVATION, PACKAGING, PACKING AND SNIPPING
The shipping inspector is required to follow a prepared checklist to assure
that all acceptance requirements are complete, that packaging requirements
have been observed and that the articles and shipping containers are identified
in accordance with contract requirements. Inspection acceptance of the above
requirements will be depicted by the application of the inspection stamp on
the shipping documents.
Packaging shall be accomplished in accordance with QCP 6,03, Packaging and
Shipping Inspection.
39
	12.0	 GOVERNMENT PROPERTY CONTROL
SCI receiving inspection shall inspect all GFP immediately upon receipt to
decormine that no damage htrs occurred in transit and that the shipment is
complete and of the proper type. All GFP is then identified and storage and
handling procedures are imposed to preclude improper use or improper disposal
and to guard against deterioration in storage.
Functional testing is performed by qualified test technicians either prior to
or after installation or both, as required by contract and applicable specifi-
cations to determine satisfactory operation.
periodic inspection is performed on all GFP during storage to detect any signs
of deterioration; to assure compliance with reinspection requirements and
limitations on time in storage; any damage, malfunction, or deterioration of
GFP prior to, during, or after installation is reported to the delegated DCAS
Representative.
SCI shall report all unsuitable GFP to the delegated OCAS Representative.
If unsuitability is discovered during or after installation, SCI will deter-
mine the probable cause and necessity to avoid use of the material. Results
of such investigation shall be recorded and be available to the delegated
IICAS Rcprosontative.
	
12.1	 BAILED PROPERTY
SCI shall provide adequate storage, maintenance and periodic inspection of
bailed Government property as required by the terms of the bailment agreement.
Records of bailed property shall be maintained and made available for review by
the delegated DCAS Representative.
40
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